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Abstract

proportional fairness [15]. However, in [5] the authors have
proven that if we treat the multicast flow as if it were a
TCP flow, then the application of Kelley, Maullo and Tan’s
model [15] shows that the larger the multicast group the
smaller its share of the proportional bandwidth would be.
We argue that the definition of the inter-multicast fairness (fairness between multicast flows) should take into
account the number of competing groups, the number of
flows per group, and the number of receivers per flow [22].
In [16] W. Biersack et al. have defined three different bandwidth allocation strategies for multicast flows as well as
criteria to compare these strategies. They showed that the
LogRD policy1 always leads to the best tradeoff between
receiver satisfaction and inter-multicast fairness. To implement their proposal in real networks, they recommended
to introduce their allocation scheme to the general scheduler by configuring the weights of a GPS scheduler [21].
The goal can also be met by reserving the bandwidth in
the network for either individual connections or group of
connections, and explicitly allocating network bandwidth
on a packet-by-packet basis by scheduling packets across
network links. However, the two methods are complex because the former requires the use of Fair Queuing mechanisms [8, 21] in each router and the later the use of RSVPlike bandwidth reservation signaling protocols which needs
a close coordination and integration between all routers
(and hence all network providers) along the path from
sender to receiver.
In this paper, we are investigating an alternate approach
based on Active Queue Management (AQM) rather than
packet scheduling or explicit bandwidth reservation. We

Despite a decade of research and development, multicast has not yet been deployed on a global scale. Among
the difficulties with the current infrastructure are intermulticast fairness support, multicast congestion control,
and multicast routing.
In this paper, we focus on the inter-multicast fairness issue which addresses the way how the network resources
are shared between competing multicast flows. We propose a simple and scalable single FIFO queue-based active queue management mechanism called MFQ (Multicast
Fair Queuing) to achieve the desired inter-multicast fairness. MFQ interacts with an external multicast bandwidth
allocation module which implements a pre-defined intermulticast fairness function. To guarantee a fine-grained
packet queuing/dropping, MFQ uses a novel bandwidth
sharing notion, called Multicast Allocation Layer (MAL).
Based on this notion, MFQ classifies multicast packets into
layers and adjusts their weights in order to provide a bandwidth sharing being as close as possible to that given by the
fluid model algorithm.
Simulation results demonstrate that MFQ achieves
the expected allocation for both responsive and nonresponsive multicast flows. We validate our findings by
analyzing the impact of network and groups dynamics on
the expected bandwidth allocation and comparing it to that
obtained by MFQ. Furthermore, we show that MFQ converges very fast to a stable state and easily adapts itself to
the dynamic change of the flows weights.

1 Introduction
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The IETF orchestrated a very strong guideline for developing a TCP-friendly multicast congestion control scheme
[19] regardless of the number of group members. It is wellknown that multiplicative decrease/linear increase congestion control mechanisms, and in particular TCP, lead to
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developed a new active queue management mechanism for
routers that (1) provides the expected bandwidth allocation
between multicast flows, (2) adapts to the change in multicast group sizes, in the number of active flows, and in the
bandwidth allocation strategy used, (3) increases the link
utilization ratio. Since social, economic, and technical issues lead the ISPs to implement different fairness policies,
considering their business strategy, we made the choice that
our mechanism will be independent of the fairness function
used. Indeed, the multicast bandwidth allocation module
may implement either a multicast fairness function as those
described in [16] or a multicast pricing model [6, 12].
To the best of our knowledge there is no prior work
on inter-multicast bandwidth sharing using an active queue
management mechanism in the open literature. In addition,
we consider our scheme a promising avenue of development for congestion control of multicast traffic, and so an
additional motivation for this work is to lay a sound basis for further development of multicast congestion control
with a help form the network. In absence of similar approaches, MFQ performance is compared to the theoretical
expected results.
We call our AQM mechanism, Multicast Fair Queuing
(MFQ), a per-flow dropping mechanism which interacts
with a bandwidth allocation module that provides for each
multicast flow its expected bandwidth allocation2. MFQ
belongs to the class of per-flow dropping mechanisms like
FRED (Flow Random Early Drop) [17]. The operations
done by MFQ are not as complex as manipulation of priority queues like FQ (Fair Queuing) [8], given that they only
consist of dropping or queuing the packet.
It is important to note that we usually associate the flowbased mechanisms support with complexity and scalability problems since they require connection specific information. These concerns are justifiable only in point-topoint connections, for which routing tables do not maintain
connection-specific state. In multicasting, routing tables
keep connection specific state in routers anyway; namely,
the multicast group address refers to a connection. Thus,
adding multicast flow specific information should slightly
increase the routing state. We demonstrate that a modest
amount of state and computation at network routers can
yield significant performance gains for multicast applications while keeping MFQ very scalable.
MFQ achieves the expected share of the link bandwidth
among all the competing flows using a single FIFO queue.
It is designed to be independent of the bandwidth allocation policy. Our mechanism requires routers to maintain
state and perform operations on a per flow basis. It uses
Multicast Allocation Layer (MAL), a novel bandwidth al2 In [10] we have proposed and evaluated a simple scheduler to share
the bandwidth fairly between unicast and multicast flows. MFQ was used
in the multicast queue.

location notion that we propose to achieve the expected allocation via a packet-per-packet queuing/dropping manner
and to guarantee a very fine grain bandwidth sharing.
We use simulation to evaluate the effectiveness and performance of MFQ for different communication scenarios.
We first consider non-responsive multicast source; i.e.,
sources that do not modify their behavior when a packet
loss occurs. Then, we examine the case when the sources
implement the Fair Layered Increase/Decrease with Dynamic Layering (FLID-DL) [3] as multicast congestion
control mechanism. Finally, we experiment MFQ for heterogeneous multicast flows where there are both responsive
and non-responsive competing sources. For the three cases,
we will show that the bandwidth share obtained using MFQ
is very close to the expected allocation and we will demonstrate that for layered multicast transmission, layers with
lower number of members (lower priority layers) will see a
loss rate higher than those with higher number of members
(higher priority layers).
Without loss of generality, we validate MFQ for both
linear and logarithm inter-multicast fairness functions. In
addition, we demonstrate that our mechanism adapts itself
when there is a big dynamic change in the multicast group
size due to join and leave events.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 details the MAL scheme and the main components of MFQ. We show the simulation results for both
responsive and non-responsive multicast sources for both
single and multiple congested bottleneck link in Section 3.
Section 4 concludes this paper by summarizing results and
outlining future work.

2

MFQ: Multicast Fair Queuing

In this section, we present MFQ architecture in two
parts. First, we develop the fluid model algorithm. Second, we explore the MFQ components that extend the fluid
model algorithm to real networks where transmission is
packetized.

2.1

Fluid model algorithm

Before embarking into the mechanism details, let us
present the formal network model used to examine our
buffer management mechanism.
We consider a network as a set of links = where each
link lj has a capacity Cj > 0. We assume a known number of multicast flows with different number of receivers.
These flows compete for access to communication links. A
multicast session Si is a tuple (Xi ; fri;1 ; :::; ri;k g) of session members: Xi is the session sender that transmits data
within a network; each ri;p is a receiver that receives data
from Xi . Each session contains exactly one sender and
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at least one receiver. We denote Gj the multicast group
number j to be a multicast group to which belong one or
more multicast sessions. We write ri;p 2 Si to indicate
that receiver ri;p is a member of the multicast session Si
and Si 2 Gj to indicate that the multicast session Si belongs to group Gj .
We define Ni;j to be the number of receivers in session
Si whose path toward the source includes link lj and define Nj to be the number of all receivers whose multicast
delivery tree includes link lj , i.e., Nj = i Ni;j .
Considering a single link from the set = with a capacity
equal to C . We assume m active multicast flows, and that
the source number i sends at the instantaneous rate i (t),
in bits per second.
Usually for unicast flows, we use the unicast max-min
fairness [2] to develop the fluid model. For multicast
flows, there is no well-accepted definition of the fairness
between competing multicast flows. To be independent of
the bandwidth allocation strategy used, we assume a vector (t) = (1 (t); 2 (t); :::; n (t)) that defines the expected allocation at the instantaneous time t. The value of
i (t) may be either a function of the number of competing multicast groups, the number of flows per group, and
the number of receivers per flow, or even a set value. We
call this vector of fair sharing, the multicast allocation vector. If the fair share is achieved, the multicast flow number i receives service at a rate given by min( i (t); i (t)).
Let A(t) denote the total arrival rate at the considered link:
=n
A(t) = ii=1
i (t). If A(t) > C the congestion phenomena holds and then the multicast allocation vector (t) is
the unique solution to

P

P

C=

X min

i=m
i=1

(

i (t); i (t)):

– The buffer management module which uses a single
FIFO queue and interacts with the first module to decide the drop preference in order to achieve the expected bandwidth sharing.
We detail in the following sections these two modules.
2.2.1 Multicast bandwidth allocation module
We first present a general framework for the multicast
fairness notion. Then, we enumerate some inter-multicast
fairness candidates functions that could be implemented by
the ISPs. We consider the two existing multicast service
models: the ASM (Any Source Multicast) [7] model and
the SSM (Source-Specific Multicast) model [13].
2.2.1.1 General framework The multicast bandwidth
allocation module determines the link capacity fraction3
that should be allocated to the flow to which the incoming
packet belongs. We develop hereafter a general framework
of the multicast bandwidth allocation module. As we have
pointed out earlier, the multicast fairness function may depend on the number of groups, the number of flows per
group, and the number of receivers per flow. We assume
that each ISP has a single and clearly defined multicast
bandwidth sharing policy. This policy can be configured
in all or some routers inside its network.
Using the network model introduced in Section 2.1, we
define the bandwidth ij , in bits per second, allocated to
group Gi , in link lj as follows:

ij
(1)

If i (t) > i (t), then the fraction of bits i (t)i (t)i (t) will
be dropped, and the multicast flow i will have an output rate
of exactly i (t). The arrival rate to the next hop is given by
min( i (t); i (t)).
The number of downstream receivers in each path of the
multicast delivery tree does not remain constant because
some receivers may be reached via other interfaces other
than that belongs to this path. Therefore, the multicast allocation vector (t) may be different in the tree branches
even when there is no more competing multicast flows.

2.2 MFQ architecture
Two modules compose our mechanism:
– The multicast bandwidth allocation module which
computes the expected fair share for each active multicast flow.

=

F1 (Gi )  Cj

(2)

where F1 (:) is the inter-group multicast fairness function
that implements the bandwidth sharing policy among active multicast groups. In other words, F1 (Gi )  Cj is the
maximum bandwidth, in bits per second, that should be allocated to group Gi in link lj .
In ASM service model, a multicast group may have one
or more sessions (flows) from different sources that share
the same communication link. The bandwidth allocated to
flow k of the multicast session Sk 2 Gi in link lj is given
by the following expression:

kj

=

F2 (Sp =Sp 2 Gi )  ij

(3)

where ij is computed using Eq. 2. The function F2 (:) determines the fraction of the bandwidth which has already
been allocated to group Gi and that should be given to the
session Sk . We call this function the intra-group multicast
fairness function. This function depends on the number
3 Throughout this paper we use the terms “link capacity fraction”,
“flow weights”, and “flow bandwidth allocation”, interchangeably.
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of downstream receivers of each multicast session that belongs to the same group. The functions F1 (:) and F2 (:)
must satisfy the following properties:

P

P

<
1,

and
and

Our main focus in this paper is not to find the “optimal”
functions F1 (:) and F2 (:), however we will show that MFQ
can adapt itself according to the bandwidth allocation function used, the number of receivers per flow, the number of
active flows, and the number of active multicast groups.
2.2.1.2 Examples of inter-multicast fairness functions
In ASM service model, it is possible to have two different
sources sending to the same group. It is then sensitive to
use the function F1 to share the bandwidth between multicast groups. Let’s assume that the capacity Cj of link lj is
equitably shared between them, then the group Gi gets a
bandwidth share ij equals to F1 (Gi )  Cj = g1  Cj , where
g is the number of groups. If F2 is a logarithm function of
the number of receivers, the session Sk 2 Gi will get a
nk
bandwidth share equal to kj = p=1+log
 1g  Cj ,
mi
(1+log np )

P

p=1

where mi is the number of sessions (flows) that belong to
group Gi , and np is the number of receivers of session Sp .
In SSM service model, each sender may use a different
group address and the multicast session is identified by the
couple (sender address, group address). Thus, there is only
one source per multicast group and there is no need of using
function F1 . In the case of using a logarithm bandwidth
sharing function, the session Sk will get a bandwidth share
1+log nk
equal to kj =
 Cj , where n is the total
p=n
(1+log n )

P

p=1

ff ; f ; :::; fj ; :::; fng
1

1,

p

number of competing sessions.
2.2.2 The Multicast Allocation Layer (MAL) scheme
In order to achieve a fine-grained queuing/dropping, we
introduce a new scheme, called Multicast Allocation Layer
(MAL) which is a key component of the buffer management module. We define a MAL as follows:
Definition: A MAL is a set of flows that may have the
same or different expected allocation in term of the link
capacity fraction (the bit-level fairness), but they have the
same allocation in term of the maximum number of packets
(the packet-level fairness) allowed to be present at the same
time in the queue.
We assume that at the time t, there are n active multicast flows4 in the queue and that the flow fi has a weight
equal to wi which is provided by the bandwidth allocation
4 A multicast flow is considered instantaneously active if it has at least
one packet in the queue.

2

fj

!
f0; 1; 2; :::; qlimg
7 ! FMAL (fj ) = bwj  qlimc

where qlim is the queue size in packets. Two flows fi and
fj belong to the same MAL number k only if FMAL (fi ) =
FMAL (fj ) = k.
Given that the number of active flows change, the flows
weights and the set of flows per MAL are dynamic. A MAL
which has a non-empty set of flows is considered active.
We can have at most qlim active MALs in a queue of a size
equal to qlim and in this case each MAL contains only one
flow.
Let us explain the MAL scheme through the example
given in Figure 1. In the x-axis, we show the distribution
of 21 active flows in the different MALs. As we can see,
there are 5 active MALs with various size in term of the
number of active flows that contain each MAL. The flows
belonging to the same MAL have different weights drawn
in the y-axis by vertical arrows. For example, flows f20 and
f3 belong to the MAL number 4 which has 5 active flows
{f4 , f20 , f19 , f3 , f16 }.
Flows weights

– for each multicast group Gi : 0 < F1 (Gi )
0 < F2 (Sp ) < 1 for each Sp 2 Gi .
=
– in each link lj :
i F1 (Gi )
for
each
group
G
F
(
S
)
=
1
i.
2
p
pSp 2Gi

module. We define the MAL mapping function FMAL as
follows:

Each MAL contains a dynamic set of flows

MAL 5
MAL 4
MAL 3

MAL 2

MAL 1

f5

f2

f1

f11 f 15 f 9

f 10 f 8

f 12 f13 f 7

f17 f 14 f 4

f 20 f19 f 3

f16

f 18 f 21 f 6 Flows

Figure 1. An illustration of the Multicast Allocation Layer (MAL) scheme.
To do a fine-grained queuing, MFQ maintains for each
active MAL the identity of the flow which has the highest weight among other flows in the same MAL. As we
will detail in the next section, MFQ discriminates between
flows belonging to the same MAL in order to achieve the
expected fair share.
One can make the observation that when the flows
weights are equal, the bandwidth is equitably distributed
among flows given that there is only one active MAL including all active flows. We believe that the use of the MAL
scheme will be helpful even for unicast flows in differentiated networks by providing a fine-grained queuing when
the flow weights are same or different.
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2.2.3 Buffer management module
The role of the buffer management module is to make
the queuing/dropping decision of each incoming multicast
packet. In the MFQ design phase, we have taken some
key decisions in order to have a suitable mechanism being
independent of the network and sources characteristics and
especially the variation of flows weights5 , source behavior
when a packet is lost, and sources rates.
We use a single FIFO queue with a pre-configured maximum size in packets. For each multicast active flow, we
maintain a flow state containing:
– the number of packets belonging to this flow which
are waiting to be served,
– the current flow weights which is provided by the
bandwidth allocation module.
Given that we do queuing using per-packet manner and
not per-bit manner, MFQ tries to guarantee that the maximum number of packets allocated to each active flow
i remains always less than the integer value of its expected allocation in term of the capacity fraction wi
multiplied by qlim, the maximum queue size in packets,
i.e.; bwi  qlimc. However, two flows that have different
weights may have the same maximum number of packets
allowed to be queued. In the example given in Figure 1,
the maximum number of allowed packets of flow number
3 and flow number 20 is equal to 4 because bw3  qlimc =
bw20  qlimc = 4 where w3 = 0:07, w20 = 0:065 and
qlim = 64. To guarantee a more fine-grained queuing we
introduced in Section 2.2.2 the MAL scheme which we will
use in the buffer management module.
For every arriving packet, the router starts by identifying
the multicast flow and its MAL.If the flow is new or if there
is a change on the number of receivers6, we get the new
flow weight from the bandwidth allocation module.
Let flow number i be the flow to which belong the arriving packet and j be the number of its
MAL. We generate a random value u 2 [0; 1] and
we allow the flow i gets one more packet than its
MAL if u < wi =MAL[j ]:maxAllocation, where
MAL[j ]:maxAllocation is the maximum weight of flows
belonging to the MAL number j . As consequence, we ensure that each two flows that belong to the same MAL will
get randomly and proportionally to their fair share one
5 In the case of using a fairness function which depends on the number of downstream receivers, all flows weights change when at least one
receiver joins or leaves one of the multicast active sessions.
6 We assume that we know the number of downstream receivers for
each active multicast flow and in each router belonging to the multicast
delivery tree. In [9], we have proposed an extension to the multicast service to allow senders as well as intermediate routers to explicitly and
efficiently count the number of downstream members in each outgoing
interface.

more packet than their MAL and we ensure a much more
fine-grained bandwidth sharing.
To prevent the queue from being monopolized by highrate or bursty multicast sources, we use a pre-configured
threshold variable thrsh. If the mean queue size7 is less
than thrsh the packet will be accepted only if the number
of waiting packets belonging to the flow does not exceed
the allowed number (its MAL or its MAL plus one more
packet depending on the generated number u as explained
above).
If the mean queue size is more than the threshold thrsh
or the queue is full, we accept the packet only if it belongs
to an inactive flow. If the queue is full, we drop the incoming packet if its flow is active, otherwise we drop randomly a packet from the queue and we queue the incoming packet. By this way we allow a new multicast flow
to become active and we remove the bias against bursty
sources. If the packet was accepted, we update the flow
and the MAL state.

2.3

Complexity and implementation issues

At each MFQ router, we need to maintain a state per active multicast flow. Upon a packet arrival, the router needs
to (1) determine the flow and the MAL number to which
the arriving packet belongs, (2) update the flow state and
the MAL state parameters such as the number of packets
of the corresponding flow and the allocation of this flow
provided by the multicast bandwidth sharing module. As
shown in [23], these operations and even the packet classification could be efficiently implemented because it only
consists of reading the flow ID for IPv6 or the pair (source
IP address, multicast destination address) for IPv4.
At branch points in the multicast tree, MFQ routers
must record additional information needed by the multicast
bandwidth allocation module such as the number of downstream receivers. The processing complexity at routers is
increased in two (minor) ways. First, during the lookupoperation for each packet arrival, useful information must
also be retrieved from the routing table entry. Second, before accepting the datagram, MFQ should verify that the
flow is authorized to get more packets in the queue. While
our mechanism would benefit from better bandwidth allocation functions, it is explicitly designed to be robust to
coarse implementation of the inter-multicast fairness function using the MAL scheme described in Section 2.2.2.
It should also be noted that the source address and the
destination group address are not only needed by the MFQ
7 We use the same method as RED (Random Early Drop) [11] to esti. The formula for calculating the average
mate the mean queue size
queue length
is
= (1
+ q, 0
1. The
q)
q
weighted moving average formula, with weight q is used to filter out
transient congestion. The value of q is set to 0.002 in all simulations.

qlen qlen
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mechanism but also by the multicast routing lookup module which has to determine the list of outgoing interface(s)
for each incoming multicast packet.

2.4 Incremental deployment
MFQ does not escape to the rule that any network service must be able to be deployed in an incremental fashion
on the Internet, due to the scale and inherent heterogeneity
of the network. It allows to enhance performance even if it
is supported only by specific few routers. In addition, there
is no need to use MFQ in routers that have a low multicast traffic. Then, MFQ can be implemented/activated in
some routers that the ISP administrative authority consider
to handle an important amount of multicast traffic load.
As a first step in MFQ deployment, it could be implemented/activated in the multicast border routers that implement the inter-domain multicast routing MBGP (Multicast Border Gateway Protocol). Using MFQ, the border
routers can provide a diffserv-like service for arriving multicast flows from directly-connected domains based on a
predefined bandwidth sharing function.

2.5 MFQ and layered multicast
When evaluating new network control mechanisms one
must evaluate the impact of the proposed mechanisms on
application performance. We discuss in this section the
MFQ impact on layered multicast application performance.
When the multicast session using a layered transmission
scheme, the data is split into layers and each layer sends to
a different group address. Depending on the loss rate seen
by the receivers, they join and leave layers to adapt to the
network situations. We demonstrate how MFQ can achieve
a priority dropping without explicitly assigning priorities to
the transmission layers.
Assuming a multicast source decodes data into n transmission layers and that there are Ri receivers subscribed to
the layer li (l0 is the base layer). Given that receivers who
join the layer li should join all lower layers l0 :::li 1 , we
can easily write the following inequality: Rn 1  ::: 
Rj  Rj 1  :::  R1  R0 .
Without loss of generality, we assume the use of the
LogRD function to allocate the bandwidth fairly between
multicast flows. The weight of the transmission layer num1+ln Rj
. We can easily write the
ber j is wj =
p=n
(1+ln R )

P

p=0

p

following inequality: wn 1  :::  wj  wj 1 
:::  w1  w0 . We can then write FMAL (fn 1 ) 
:::  FMAL (fj )  FMAL (fj 1 )  :::  FMAL (f1 ) 
FMAL (f0 ), where FMAL (fi ) is the MAL to which belongs the flow associated to the transmission layer number i. Thus, it is clear that layers with lower number of
receivers (lower priority layers) will see a loss rate higher

than those with higher number of receivers and in particular the base layer l0 (highest priority layer).
Similar approaches that need a network-support including priority dropping [1] schemes require that the network
support as many loss priority levels as layers. In addition,
to ensure a fair allocation of resources, they also require
that each session uses the same set of priorities than others.
Furthermore, priority dropping provides no incentives for
receivers to lower their subscription level.

3

Simulation methodology and results

We have examined the behavior of MFQ under a variety
of conditions. We use an assortment of traffic sources and
topologies. All simulations were performed in ns-2 [20],
which provides accurate packet-level implementation for
various network protocols.

3.1

Non-responsive multicast flows

We start by validating MFQ for a simple topology consisting of a single congested link connecting two routers
n1 and n2 and having a capacity C equal to 10 Mbps and
a propagation delay D equal to 1 ms. As shown in Figure 2, the multicast sources are connected to router n1 and
receivers are downstream to router n2.
Links with random bandwidths and delays

Multicast
Sources

Router
n2

Router
n1

Multicast
Receivers

10 Mbps 1ms

Figure 2. A single congested link.
We compare the expected bandwidth with that obtained
by MFQ for 32 multicast flows. The maximum buffer size
qlim used in all our simulations is set to 64 packets. We
index the multicast flows from 1 to 32 and we compute
the bandwidth share of each flow. We use linear and logarithm bandwidth allocation function. When we use a linear allocation function, the fair share of flow i is equal to
1+lg i
i
 C and it is equal to j=32
 C in the case
j =32
j
(1+lg j )
j =1
j =1
of using a logarithm allocation function.
In this section, we assume that each multicast source
is a non-responsive CBR source. For this case, we use a
CBR generator simulating a non-adaptive audio application. We assume that the source i sends data at a rate equal
to i more that its expected fairness rate provided by the
fairness function. For example, there is a total amount of
i=32 i
i=1 32  C = 16:4  C kbps arriving at the bottleneck

P

P
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Figure 4. 32 CBR multicast flows.
The
flow number i has exactly i downstream receivers.

Figure 3. Performance Evaluation of MFQ.

the bandwidth allocation provided by MFQ is close to the
expected fairness for both cases.
The third experiment aims to demonstrate how MFQ
performance can be improved by the use of the MAL
scheme. In Figure 5(a), and Figure 5(b), we plot the bandwidth share obtained by MFQ with and without the MAL
scheme. According to the plots, our MAL scheme can
achieve a good fine-grained bandwidth sharing. In addition, we can easily see the distribution of flows in MALs
when we do not use the MAL scheme. For example, in the
case of linear allocation function (Figure 5(a)), flows from
9 to 15 belong to the same MAL number 2, flows from 16
to 24 belong to the MAL number 3, and so on.

0.8

0.5

Expected BDW
MFQ without MAL
MFQ with MAL

0.7

Expected BDW
MFQ without MAL
MFQ with MAL

0.45
0.4

0.6
0.35
Bandwidth (Mbps)

link when we use a receiver-independent multicast fairness
function. Thus, the flow 1 sends 0:3125 Mbps, and flow 2
sends 0:625 Mbps, and so on.
Unless otherwise specified, each simulation lasts 30 seconds, the source number i starts sending data i  0:001 sec
after the simulation starting time and the packet size is assumed to be equal to 1000 bytes. To help the understanding
of our result plots and without loss of generality we assume
that the flow number i has i downstream receivers.
In a first experiment, we focus on the convergence phase
of MFQ. We use a linear bandwidth allocation function and
we plot in Figure 3(a), the variation of the bandwidth share
of some flows in function of the simulation time. We can
see that for all flows MFQ reaches a steady sate after approximately one second of simulation. In addition, as expected the flow number i gets more bandwidth share than
flows 1; :::; (i 1) giving that we use a receiver-dependent
fairness function.
In all the following simulations, we start the measurements one second after the simulation starting time so that,
the current and the average queue size have already reached
a stable state.
In a second experiment, we validate our mechanism for
a simple case where each multicast flow has only one receiver which corresponds also to the case when using a
receiver independent bandwidth allocation function. Figure 3(b) shows the bandwidth share obtained by MFQ. Regardless the multicast bandwidth allocation function used,
1
C =
all the flows get the same bandwidth share 32
0:3125 Mbps. Thus, MFQ achieves a good precise degree
of fairness between multicast flows.
In Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) , we plot the bandwidth
share of each multicast flow when using a linear and a logarithm allocation function, respectively. We can see that
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(b) The bandwidth share provided by MFQ when each multicast flow has exactly one receiver
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Figure 5. 32 CBR multicast flows.
Without using the MAL scheme, flows 9 and 15 (belong to the MAL number 2) will get the same bandwidth
share, which is not fair. The use of MAL allows these
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32

3.2

flows to share the bandwidth fairly. Indeed, flow 15 gets
more bandwidth share than flow 9.
In the previous experiments we assumed that the number of receivers for each flow is equal to the flow index.
Now, we assume that the number of receivers of each flow
is randomly generated between 1 and 64. For all other
parameters, we use the same values as the second experiment. We show in Figure 6(a), Figure 6(b), and Figure
6(c) the obtained bandwidth for each flow when we use
a receiver-independent allocation function, a linear allocation function, and a logarithm allocation function, respectively. These results confirm that our mechanism is independent of the number of receivers per group and it is independent of the multicast fairness policy used. We conducted more simulation experiments where the number of
receivers per flow is randomly generated. Our results that
may not be presented here due to space limitations match
what we expect and they demonstrate the ability of MFQ to
adapt to the change on the number of receivers when using
a receiver-dependent inter-multicast fairness function.

Responsive multicast flows

In this section, we examine the behavior of MFQ in
presence of responsive multicast sources where the senders
use the layered transmission scheme which was first proposed for the RLC (Receiver-driven Layered Congestion)
congestion control protocol [24]. To address some of
the deficiencies of RLC, authors of [3] propose Fair Layered Increase/Decrease with Dynamic Layering (FLIDDL) protocol [18]. The protocol uses a Digital Fountain [4]
mechanism at the source. FLID-DL introduces the concept
of Dynamic Layering to reduce the join and leave latencies
associated with adding or dropping a layer. With Dynamic
Layering, the bandwidth consumed by a layer decreases
over time. Thus a receiver has to periodically join additional layers to maintain its receive rate. The receive rate
is reduced simply by not joining additional layers, whereas
rate increase requires joining multiple layers.
Links with random bandwidths and delays
1
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Figure 7. Network configuration.
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(c) LOG fairness function

Figure 6. 32 CBR multicast flows. The number of receivers of each flow is randomly generated.

In this experiment, we assume that we have 32 multicast competing sources that use the FLID-DL congestion
control protocol. We assume that the source number i has
exactly i receivers which result on 528 different receivers.
We use the network configuration given in Figure 7.
Once a receiver has obtained the transmission session description, which includes the information about the
groups associated with a session that is needed in order to
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join those groups, it may join one of the groups in the session. The receivers must join and leave groups within a
session as described in detail in [18].
Each source uses 17 layers encoding, each layer is modeled by a UDP traffic source. In Figure 7(b), we give the
values of FLID-DL parameters set in the FLID-DL ns simulation.
The performance of MFQ in presence of FLID-DL
sources is shown in Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b) for both
linear and logarithm bandwidth allocation function, respectively. As can be seen from the plots, MFQ enforces the required fairness very well. The obtained results are slightly
different from the case of CBR non-responsive sources because the FLID receivers join and leave layers according to
the loss rate observed. That’s why we see an oscillation in
the obtained plot around the expected plot.

3.3 Heterogeneous multicast flows

figures, MFQ matches closely the fair share for both policies despite the heterogeneity of the multicast sources.

3.4

Responsiveness to group size dynamics

An important concern in the design of active queue
management mechanisms is their responsiveness to
changes in flow weights. To illustrate how MFQ adapts to
that change, we assume the use of LogRD fairness function
so that the change on the number of receivers affects the
expected fair share of all active flows. When receivers join
and leave the multicast session, it is important that MFQ
reacts sufficiently fast should a change of multicast allocation vector be required. This behavior is investigated by
randomly generating join and leave events. We measure
how long MFQ takes to adapt to the variation of the flow
weights.
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We have conducted simulation to evaluate the performance of MFQ when we have heterogeneous multicast
sources: responsive and non-responsive. For this end, we
use 32 multicast sources indexed from 1 to 32 where flows
from 1 to 16 are generated by FLID-DL sources and flows
from 17 to 32 correspond to CBR sources.
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Figure 9. 32 multicast flows. Flows form 1 to
16 are FLID-DL sources and those from 17 to
32 are CBR sources.
We use the network configuration of Figure 7(a), and we
suppose again that the flow i has exactly i receivers. The
CBR sources are similar to those of the first experiment
of Section 3.1, and the FLID-DL parameters are similar to
those of Section 3.2.
We plot in Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b) the obtained and
the expected bandwidth sharing for linear and logarithm
bandwidth allocation policy, respectively. As show in these

Figure 10. 32 multicast flows using a linear
allocation function. At 10 seconds of simulation 27 new receivers join the multicast
session number 5.
We consider the single link of Figure 2 and we use the
same configuration as the first experiment of Section 3.1.
After 10 seconds of simulation we increase the number of
receivers of the flow number 5 from 5 to 32 to emulate join
events arriving towards the source from 27 (32 5) new
receivers.
As shown in Figure 10, MFQ mechanism adapts to the
change on the number of receivers of flow number 5. Indeed, we see that after one second of the arriving of the
new join events, the flow number 5 gets exactly the same
bandwidth as the flow number 32 which has already 32 receivers. We can also see that the flow number 10 has not
been affected by this variation only for one second. As
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expected, each flow gets a slightly less bandwidth share after increasing the number of receivers of flow number 5.
This experiment demonstrates that MFQ reacts rapidly to
the change in flow weights.
The same simulation configuration can be used to investigate responsiveness to changes in sizes of many multicast
groups. The results (not shown here) are similar to those
above, since all flows get their fair share fatly.

3.6

Multiple congested links

In this sub-section, we analyze how the results are affected when the flow traverses L congested link. We index
the links from 1 to L and the capacity C1 of the link number
1 is set to 1 Mbps. A link j , 2  j  10, is kept congested
by setting its capacity Cj to Cj 1 50 Kbps.
1.2

RI Fairness Function
LIN Fairness Function
LOG Fairness Function

3.5 different starting times
1

In this experiment, we measure how MFQ reacts when
the multicast sources have different starting time. Again
we consider the single link of Figure 2 and we use the same
configuration as the first experiment of Section 3.1. In particular, the flow number i has i downstream receivers, and
a logarithm fairness function is used to share the bandwidth
between competing flows. We assume that the flow number i starts sending 2 seconds after the flow number i 1.
The flow number 1 starts at 0:001 sec.
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Figure 12. MFQ performance in multiple bottleneck link.
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Figure 11. 32 CBR multicast sources using a
logarithm allocation function. The flow number i starts 2 seconds after the flow number
i 1.
In Figure 11, we plot the bandwidth share variation of
flows 1, 10, 20, and 32 in function of the simulation time.
Two main observations can be derived from the obtained
plots. Firstly, when the flow number i starts, the bandwidth
share of all flows number 1:::(i 1) decreases to reach a
new stble state. Secondly, the flow number i gets more
bandwidth share than all its lower indexed flows (flows
from 1 to i 1). MFQ achieves the bandwidth sharing
according to the logarithm multicast fairness function. Indeed, we can observe that the bandwidth share increases
logarithmically with the number of receivers.

We extended the unicast fairness index introduced in
[14] to multicast traffic. Instead of the expected unicast
fair rate, which is always the same for unicast connections,
we use that of the multicast flow which may differ from one
flow to another depending on the multicast bandwidth allocation policy implemented. The multicast fairness index
i=n
is computed as follows:1 n1 i=1 j ti t ti j, where n is the
i
number of active multicast flows, ti and ti are the expected
and the obtained bandwidth share of the multicast flow i,
respectively. We plot in Figure 12, the variation of the fairness index as a function of the number of congested links.
As we can see, it remains close to 1 even when the number of congested increases for RI, LIN, and LOG fairness
functions. As expected in [16], the LOG fairness function
has better fairness index variation than the two others functions.

P

4

Conclusion and future work

In this paper we have presented MFQ, a multicast active queue management mechanism that achieves the expected multicast bandwidth sharing using a single FIFO
queue. MFQ interacts with a fairness module which implements the multicast bandwidth allocation policy. The
queuing and the dropping decision are designed in a man-
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ner to provide a bandwidth sharing being as close as possible to that achieved by the fluid model algorithm. MFQ
uses a threshold to penalize high rate multicast sources and
accepts packets from new flows to be queued.
Without loss of generality, MFQ is evaluated for both
linear and logarithmic bandwidth allocation functions. The
scheme is also applied in the presence of both responsive
and non-responsive flows. We showed that MFQ performs
well even when there is a dynamic change in the number of
receivers, since it converges very fast to the new expected
bandwidth fair share.
MFQ combined with a well-accepted definition of the
inter-multicast fairness provides a significant step towards
a complete and scalable congestion control algorithm for
multicast applications. We hope that the introduction of
MFQ will encourage the ISPs to support the multicast in
their networks because it provides a flexible way to share
the bandwidth between competing multicast flows.
Future work could evaluate the performance for other
types of multicast traffic that include different applicationbased or transport-based congestion control mechanisms.
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